
Origins of an Invention

As Envisioned by Jeffrey



The A.F.K.D
The Away From Keyboard Device is a unique device that is designed specifically 
with idea of a self-driving car in mind. Rather, instead of a car, this is a self-playing 
controller add on. With a programmable database, this device can be programmed 
to play just about any game.



The Support
After gathering some consumer intel and knowledge from my gaming friends, I 
found a few things that they felt would appeal to them:

-Universal controller compatibility

-Plug and play

-Compact design for portability



A Roadblock
An issue that I hit while brainstorming this product is quite a common one:

“Where am I going to get the money, resources, let alone the knowledge to build 
such a product.”

And on top of all that, I am quarantined at home with nothing but common 
household items.



A Convenient Opportunity
When this internship came along I was relieved to have gotten something that 
applied to my interests, making it a lot more enjoyable. Personally, I feel like this 
experience was better than my first choice, and I feel it was a stroke of luck that I 
got it.



The Design
It was after a few flaws and issues that I realized the product doesn’t have to be a 
separate part to a controller, but rather and extension of this. So after some 
consumer advice, I realized that there almost always is some sort of port on 
controls that can be used as that extension.



The Prototype
After some careful consideration and limited resources, I sought it best simply to 
just create the framework instead of a full fledged prototype. In the end, what I 
imagined was eventually portrayed, and although it is incomplete, there are ways 
to improve it beyond this experience.



Who Would Buy It?
-Mostly console gamers that play with controllers

-PC gamers that play with controllers

-People who go “AFK” often

-Anyone who likes new gadgets
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